Guide EGOI 2024 (volunteer)

In the period from July 21 to July 27, 2024, the European Girls’ Olympiad in Informatics (EGOI), will be held at NH Koningshof in Veldhoven. Girls from about 50 different countries are coming to compete against each other in informatics. Each country sends a team with maximum 4 girls and two leaders. In addition to the competition, there are also other activities this week, such as an excursion and a knowledge fair. To take the stress away and lead them around, we need a volunteer per country to guide them during this week. During the competition, you can also be deployed for other jobs that are needed at that time, such as setting up and dismantling rooms.

General schedule:
Sunday: all participants and leaders arrive at Eindhoven Central Station or Eindhoven Airport. Busses bring them to NH Koningshof Veldhoven.

Monday: there is an opening ceremony at the TU/e in the morning, where they are taken by bus. In the afternoon, all participants enter the competition room for the first time to test and practice everything. After dinner, we have planned a surprise game for them.

Tuesday: the first day of competition, this competition lasts 5 hours and therefore takes up the whole morning. In the afternoon there is a Knowledge fair where they can listen to different speakers.

Wednesday: all day excursion!!

Thursday: the second day of competition, after the competition and lunch it is time for Jane Street games.

Friday: this is the day of the closing ceremony, again at TU/e. In addition to the ceremony, there is a campus tour and the day will end with a dinner and a party in the Koningshof.

Saturday: all participants go home busses bring them from NH Koningshof Veldhoven back to Eindhoven Central Station or Eindhoven Airport.

As a guide, you largely follow the general program and guide the girls in everything besides of the competition.

What we expect from you:
- You are available from Sunday, 21 July to Saturday, 27 July, 2024, from 7:30 AM to approximately 8:00 PM
- You speak English and maybe an other foreign language
- You can level with girls from 12 to 18 years old

What you get from us:
- Breakfast, lunch and dinner from Sunday to Friday
- A well-filled goodie bag
- A week of fun and new contacts

Does this seem fun to you?
Register now via the link below:
https://forms.gle/ojd3NG3U8f9u1zY38